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1. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable. 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

��� �� � '-.:,�� C-<.1� �,,�� I 

ffi�1i ����� "1_��� � I 

Group-A 

�"f - "'" 

Answer Question No. 1 and any two from the rest. 

Write short notes on any four from .the following : 

,a} Role of organization in modern society 

b) Dysfunction of bureaucracy

c) Inequalities for women in the labour market

d) · Industrial conflict 

4 X 5 = 20 
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c) Political participation of women in the modern world

ll Social role of television 

v) Globalizing media.

Examine \y'eber's view on bureaucracy. 

Discuss the emerging trends of occupational system. 
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4. Define power and authority. Discuss in this connection, different forms of authority.

5. 

6. 

Discuss the major theories on mass media. 

Group- B 

�"f- � 

Answer Question No. 6 and any two from the rest. 

Write short notes on any four of the following : 

c� C<l)H � �� '89f� ��Rf;� ij)<fS1 fc,� 

a) Education and culture .

b) Development of literacy

5 + 10 
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4 X 5 = 20
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c) Revolution

kf'gf�

d) Third World urbanisation

����,f�!;f

e) Multinational Corporation

��'8l1K5"� �-'>t�

Concept of globalization

f<P'J'ffiC� �Bf!;fl

g) Megacity.

�fflf'G I
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7. Explain how gender differences develop and get reinforced in the process of.education.

15 

8. Discuss Max Weber's view on religion. 15 

9. Explain the causes and nature of problems presently found in urban society. 15 

10. Explain Transnational Corporation and its relation with globalization. 15 
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1. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable. 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

ffl ���<f RC'S'f� �lm ca,� ���� I 

ffl� �t�IT!�� 91_�� Of� I 

Group-A 

��-� 

Answer Question �o. 1 and any two from the rest. 

Write short notes on any two from the following : 

,af Merits and demerits of telephonic survey 

Operational definition of concepts 

o)' Relationship of theory and research 

1 91'· Differences between research methodology and method. 

2 X 5 = }Q
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f· What are the general rules of questionnaire construction ? Discuss 'with suitable 

examples the various types of questions used in a questionnaire. 5 + 10

l,. Discuss the uses and abuses of social research. 15  

4. Define secondary analysis. Discuss the general components of second_ary analysis.

5. 

6. 

What is meant by reliability ? Discuss the different types of reliability. 

Group-B 

��-� 

Answer Question No. 6 and any two from the rest. 

Write short notes on any two of the following : 

a) Levels of measurement 

b) Systematic sampling

c) Different meanings of statistics 

Statistics .cf'��·� '51�

d) Summation rules.

3 + 12 

3 + 12 

2 X 5 = }0 
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7. Briefly discuss different types of non-pr,obgbility sampling.

�..., �� .. � � f:(Ff�fif �ft"llt#tl � I '
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10 

8( Calculate the values of mean and mediJUl from the following frequency distribution. 

Also find out the value of mode by using relationship between mean, median and 

mode. 4 + 4 + 7 

f.fm ��� ��"'lffi �C4 Mean (!J�� Mcdian-\!J�. lll'".f f.lcfi( � I Mean, Median \!l'if� 

Mode-\!l� �c4� ��lt'il Mode-\!l� Sflil'6 � � I 

Class Interval 0-20 20-40 40-60 60-80 80-100 
(Q!1� ��) 

Frequency 
a lS 6 7 3 

(�t�m> 

9/ What is meant by ogive ? Draw an ogive (less than type) from the frequency 

distribution given in Question No. 8. 2 + 8 

� � � � ? 8 if� � ��� �"lffl � �'5 (less than type)�� 1 

.l,0. What is meant by disp�rsion ? Calculate the Standard Deviation from the following 

data: 2 + 8 

�� <1c,i� ·� ,�� ? � �11ff Cflf� 1Jf'if<f$ �� ·irr-i � � : 

Class Interval 0-9 10-19 
(Q!t� �) 

20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 

Frequency 7 12 15 16 4 20 
(���) 
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